For further reading we recommend:

Wine, all the time: a casual guide to confident drinking by Marissa A. Ross 641.22 R

Mocktails, punches, and shrubs: over 80 nonalcoholic drinks to savor and enjoy by Vikas Khanna 641.22 R

Bring it!: tried and true recipes for potlucks and casual entertaining by Ali Rosen 641.568 R

Party vegan: fabulous, fun food for every occasion by Robin Robertson 641.5636 R

How to host a dinner party by Corey Mintz 641.5636 R

Peter Callahan's party food 641.5 C

Wine food: new adventures in drinking and cooking by Dana Frank 641.013 F

Make it ahead by Ina Garten 641.597 G

Todd recommends:

How to cook everything by Mark Bittman 641.5 B

Essentials of classic Italian cooking by Marcella Hazan 641.5945 H

A new book of Middle Eastern food by Claudia Roden 641.595 R